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Macmillan Pub., Toronto, 1989. Hard Cover in Dust Jacket. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket
Condition: New. First. 1989 First Edition HARDCOVER Book in DJ . BRAND NEW from original
publisher . Never opened , Never owned, Never marked . Jacket protected in New non-stick clear
Mylar sleeve . Excellent Gift Giving quality . Thick book, 424 pages . Poet Irving Layton 's letters may
be strong-flavored & acerbic . or juicy & enjoyable . depending on whether they were written in the
heat of the moment . or after careful reflection . They might be savoured; or hurled at a Philistine .
These eminently readable letters show Layton in every mood . audacious, pugnacious, celebratory,
condemnatory, playful, thoughtful . They span 50 years , dating from the 1930s and deal with every
major Canadian poet in that period . as well as figures in politics . academe . & the media . They
have been selected from more than 4000 pages of correspondence . with hundreds of different
people . Layton expresses himself very directly in his letters . they reveal him as a poet intensely
concerned with ideas . as well as language . as a teacher encouraging emerging...
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Simply no words to explain. It really is basic but shocks from the fifty percent of the ebook. I am just happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have read
within my personal life and could be he best ebook for possibly.
-- B la ir  Mona ha n-- B la ir  Mona ha n

This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just e ortlessly can get a
pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens-- Tony Dickens
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